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The aim of the work was to carry out the comparison of the membrane transport models 
published in the scientific literature for the past ten years and to create an improved 1D 
transport membrane model. 
The main objective of the membrane model is the calculation of the water flux and the ohmic 
potential. The analysis of eleven published membrane transport models [1] showed that the 
calculation of the membrane over-potential can be performed using the following equations: 1) 
Stefan-Maxwell; 2) Nernst-Planck or 3) Ohm´s Law. The existing models also differ in 
assumptions for the total water flux in PEM as well as in the formulation of boundary conditions 
like the definition of the water concentration at interfaces of PEM/CL, CL/GDL. 
The membrane transport model developed in this work considers three types of water transport 
processes in PEM: 1) water diffusion due to a water concentration difference between cathode 
and anode; 2) electro-osmosis caused by conjugated transport of the water molecules with the 
protons in the electric field; 3) convection caused by pressure gradient. The main governing and 
auxiliary equations of the developed model are presented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1.  Main equations of developed transport membrane model 
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The membrane potential memK is calculated by Ohm´s Law; the total water flux through PEM Jw 
represents the sum of diffusion, electro-osmotic and convection fluxes; boundary conditions of 
water transport utilize the modified equations from Berg´s model [2]; the electro-osmotic 
coefficient Cdrag and the water diffusion coefficient Dw in the membrane are functions of the local 
water concentration in PEM; the membrane specific conductivity, Vmem is defined from 
percolation equation; the water concentration *wC  at boundaries GDL/CL  are calculated from 
water sorption isotherm. 
The programming of the developed model was carried out in Fortran95. In this program the total 
water flux Jw is found iteratively by Newton’s method and the calculation of water concentration 
profile Cw(z) is performed by Runge-Kutta´s method. 
Analyses have been made for the water concentration profile in PEM, the total water flux and 
the membrane over-potential as functions of the following membrane characteristics: water 
sorption isotherm; electro-osmotic coefficient and water diffusion coefficient. The calculations 
were carried out at T=70°C for different water humidification conditions, RHa/RHc: 0,0/0,9; 
0,5/0,9; 0,9/0,9; 0,9/0,5; 0,9/0,0. The results showed that the change of the water sorption 
isotherm causes a noticeable change in all investigated values (Jw, Cw(z), Vmem). The variations 
of electro-osmotic and water diffusion coefficients caused some changes in total water flux but 
insignificant alterations in the water concentration profile and as consequence no noticeable 
changes in the membrane over-potential. 
The new developed PEM Model was implemented in CFD Code AVL FIRE [3]. The primary 
validation of CFD Code AVL FIRE with new developed PEM Model has been carried out using 
the Single Channel Cell (SCC) simulation geometry (Figure 1a). The polarization curve 
calculated using SCC is in good agreement with experimental data (Figure 2). Figure 1b 
presents the simulation geometry of Full Coupled Cell (FCC), which is exactly corresponding to 
the experimental Test Cell and used for advanced validation of the PEM Model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) b) 
Fig.1. Simulation geometries of PEMFC used to validate the developed 
PEM Model:  a) Single Channel Cell; b) Full Coupled Cell  
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The new PEM Model has been carefully validated at different operating conditions and will be 
commercially available in future releases of CFD Code AVL FIRE. 
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Fig.2. Polarization curves of 
PEMFC with MEA Gore 
Primea 5620. Oa/Oc=2,2/1,5; 
T=70°C; RH=0,9; p=1 atm 
 
The experimental data were 
obtained in Laboratory of Fuel 
Cell Systems (TU Graz), Prof.
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